Planning Commission Omits School's Funds from Budget

The Board of Higher Education's request for $2,050,000 for site acquisition and plans for the Baruch School was omitted from the City Planning Commission's tentative budget. The budget had previously been approved by the B.H.E. at its first board meeting of the semester.

Dr. Buell G. Gallagher, president of every member school off of the campus, was disappointed in not seeing the funds included in the tentative budget. However, he emphasized that this budget was not necessarily the only one which would finally be approved by the commission. President Gallagher stated that he had not abandoned his hopes of seeing this item included in the actual budget.

We made every effort, said President Gallagher, to persuade the commission to include the $2,050,000 in its temporary budget. "We had visits from commission members to the school to emphasize this effort," said the president. According to a statement by the commission, "Omission of these items does not mean that they have been looked upon with disfavor, such." The rejection of these items, simply means that they are open to more discussion.

It was the hope of Dr. Rosenberg, chairman of the Board of Higher Education, that the City University "would have the funds available in order to secure a site within the next two years." The recommendation for a new build was made in the study of the role of the Baruch School by Dr. Donald P. Cottrell for the board and completed last spring.

"Planning Commission Omits School's Funds from Budget"

Bob Brooks, president of Student Council, discussed the importance of having a student body that is both aware and concerned with the myriad of problems that exist in the world today, in an interview with THE TICKER last week.

Brooks noted that the National Student Association committee would bring about the realization of N.S.A. into practical programs which would involve the student government and the student body in the realm of student for student help improving better education, standards, promoting interests understanding, and improve physical and cultural the student.

The conference, the staff, counseling and professional teachers National Training Laboratory and national officers of the conference format was of training groups, each of fifteen students in two sessions in which the federal government in higher education and the process was presented.

Brooks stated that there are two major reasons for proposing measures in each of these magnitudes for County Board and to evaluate the magnitude that were discussed at the N.S.A. Congress. In this meeting, the individual college could inform N.S.A.'s main office of its view about the resolution.

"Only with all the views, member schools available can N.S.A. truly represent," added Brooks.

"The second reason is of more importance than the first, and concerns the entire concern of student responsibility and student awareness," Brooks continued.

Too many students believe that it is not in the province of a student governing body to discuss discrimination, etc. Others believe that discussion of these problems and, subsequently, the issuance of statements of other preferred action, has no affect.

"When I was a freshman I held these identical beliefs," admitted Brooks.
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Soviet Poems To Be Viewed On Thursday

The reading of poems written by Russia's "Angry Young Man" and a talk on the Soviet youth of today by Prof. Israel, who visited the Soviet Union during the summer, will be presented by the Speech Department, Thursday at 12:30 in 403.

Poems by Yevtushenka, who gained fame following a visit to the Soviet Union among young Russian people, will be represented by his most famous poem, "Angry Yar." The poet, who denounced anti-Semitism, was responsible for his reputation spreading throughout the world and earned him disapproval among Soviet officials.

Professor Edward Mammen described Yevtushenka's selection and contemporary problems and other issues of modern Soviet life as she will be presented by the Speech Department, Thursday at 12:30 in 403.

"Lied," "Party Card," "Murder," and "School Master" are other Yevtushenka selections to be read.
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Robert Morgenthau Gains Support
Of School's Young Democratic Club

The Baruch School's Young Democratic Club announced a city-wide rally of e
students to support a campaign for liberal Democratic candidates in the New York elections. The rally will be held at 200 City College, in the Garden Auditorium, on Thursday, 12.30 p.m.

The club, which has been active in student politics, is planning a series of meetings and discussions to emphasize the need for strong liberal representation in the city government. The club members are also planning to call on local candidates to support their platform.

The rally will feature speeches by prominent Democratic leaders, including representatives from the state and national committees. The speakers will outline the club's objectives and emphasize the importance of a strong liberal presence in the New York government.

The Young Democratic Club has been active in city politics, and its members are determined to ensure that the city government is responsive to the needs of its citizens. They believe that a strong liberal representation is essential to achieve this goal.

The rally is open to all students, and members of the Young Democratic Club are urging students to attend and show their support for the campaign. The club is also calling on all students to vote and ensure that their voices are heard in the city elections.
Booters Edge Hunter
On Score by Shelton
By Jeff Palca

Seth Shelton, playing his second varsity game, scored a goal late in the first period to give City College's soccer team a 1-0 victory over Hunter in a Metropolitan Conference contest at Lewishon Stadium Saturday. The win evened the Beavers' record at 1-1.

The goal was the result of an errant pass by Hunter star Mary Kuti. Kuti tried to pass the ball back to his goalie, City's center forward Mike Somogyi intercepted the ball and passed it to Shelton. With the goalie out of position, Shelton booted the ball into the net.

A superb performance by the Beavers' defense enabled goalie Joe Rosenberg to post a shutout. Beavers' defense enabled the team to defeat Hunter 1-0.

Joe Rosenberg

Lenny Zane established a City College cross-country record by running the five-mile course in 28:30 as the Beavers crushed Queens and Adelphi in a triangular meet at Van Cortland Park Saturday.

City had a low score of seventeen points, while Queens had fifty-one points, four men and did not receive a team total.

Zane's run, eclipsed the College record of 25:35 set by Paul Lampriou last season.

The record-smashing performance overshadowed the under thirty minute finishes of six other Beaver runners. They were Mike Didyk, Mike Lester, John Bourne, Lampriou, Bill Casey, and Bob Casper.

CCNY In Key Game
By David Hauer

Battling for an N.C.A.A. soccer playoff spot, C.C.N.Y. opposes Bridgeport Saturday in Lewisohn Stadium at 2. A win will give the Beavers many points toward the tournament bid.

The Beavers will have a tough time against a strong but young team which is composed of five lettermen and six sophomores. Although the Purple Knights are fast, they lack experience and depth. Bridgeport lost eleven lettermen from last season's team.

Bridgeport's stars are co-captains Roger Currylo at goalie and Gus Costa at center half. Both players are senior lettermen who aided the Purple Knights to reach the N.C.A.A. playoffs last year.

In 1961 Bridgeport had an 8-2 record, which included a 4-1 victory over City.

Following this game the Beavers visit Brooklyn for a Metropolitan Conference encounter Saturday, October 27.

Wanted

If you would like to visit your high school and speak to senior as a representative of the Barnard School to tell them about college life, contact Irene H. 5-4125. Albands, Jackson High School, Beavon High School; and the High School of Fashion Industry are especially needed at the present time.